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Yorkshire Lions and West Country Hawks
RMA Sport National Championships: Shield

GB’s Jim Roberts
Japan Para Championships

Woodbridge Warriors and Norfolk Knights
WR5s Summer League
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Ospreys and Bristol Cubs
Lord’s Taverners Junior Wheelchair Rugby National Championship

Chair’s Introduction

As yet another year passes, I find myself reflecting on all that has
changed and all that has been achieved, not just at GBWR but more
generally in the UK sporting environment. Perhaps the most positive
aspect for me has been a greater focus by our main funding partners
on recognising the importance of long-term talent pathways as
well as the social impact of sport in our communities. Whilst both
are in my opinion critical to the wellbeing of society, encouragingly
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leave us well placed in respect of future funding decisions.
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they are also areas where wheelchair rugby excels which should also

the departure of Richard Allcroft following his appointment as President of
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“Change” is also something of a theme for the GBWR Board. Last year saw
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the IWRF, whilst 2020 will also see the departure of both Andrew Flatt, our finance
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specialist, and Michael Spence, our Vice Chair, both of whom will have reached the end of their tenures. In
addition, after 10 years as Chair, I have decided that it is time for someone new to take the helm and I will also be
stepping down at the end of 2020. However, succession planning has always been a key part of our strategy and
well managed change should be used to bring new energy and new ideas. With this in mind, I am pleased to report
that we have already recruited two new members to the Board, both former athletes who many of you will know;
Andy Barrow and Jon Nutman. Andy and Jon will formally stand for election as “Elected Directors” at this year’s
AGM. In addition, the process for identifying a replacement Chair has already started with the intention being to
have a “Chair Designate” in place by the start of 2020, providing a decent period of overlap and continuity.
As always, there are so many people that I would like to thank: our sponsors, our often
unheralded family and volunteers, our small but amazing executive team and staff, our
coaches, the players, and of course my fellow Board members. There are far too many people
to name so can I just say a big “thank you”; you are all critical to the success of our sport.
As for the year ahead, be it at the grassroots or
at the elite level, it is certainly going to be
exciting. From a personal perspective,
I have to be honest and say that I
genuinely do believe that I will be
stepping down with GB having won
that long elusive Paralympic medal!
Kevin Aitchison
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Chief Executive

It’s been another fabulous year in the development of our sport and I
hope this pictorial record of achievements, which supplements our
Annual Report and Financial Statements (available on our website),
brings you as much satisfaction as it does me.
As I travel and meet wheelchair rugby players and officials from
other nations, I frequently hear the view that wheelchair rugby in
D av

our country is in good shape. In particular, I hear positive comment
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on the strength of our Club system, and our initiative to attract
young people through our Lord’s Taverners Junior programme. Our
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success at generating sponsorship income is also something that
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interests other countries and other sports. All are seen as indicators that
BWR

wheelchair rugby has a healthy future in this country. It is always good to hear

the views of those who are not directly connected to what we do because often, when you are immersed in
something, it is difficult to stand back and to be truly objective about how things are.
Whilst it is always nice to hear positive views about what we are doing, neither the Board nor the Management
Team feel that the ‘job is done’, and in reality it never will be. We are as ambitious and as excited about how we
continue to build new wheelchair rugby communities and to strengthen those we have, as we were when we started
the transformation of our sport almost ten years ago. New developments bring new challenges; the review of
our competition system, teething problems with our new discipline Wheelchair Rugby 5s, meeting ever stringent
governance and safeguarding requirements, and generating
sufficient income to deliver the best opportunities for
everyone, are just some of those we are currently
grasping. But sometimes it is important to
just sit back and to enjoy and celebrate
the things that have given pleasure. I
hope there is something here for
everyone which brings a little joy.
Thank you to everyone who
has worked so hard to create
these special moments.
David Pond
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Building Wheelchair Rugby Communities

Supporting the development of healthy, vibrant,
wheelchair rugby communities is always foremost in our
thinking and planning. Our Club system is the foundation
of our community and so it is pleasing to see that this
year we have again increased the number of Members
and Clubs.

Membership


UP

28%

23

Our all-female event at the King Power Quad Nations in Leicester was popular,
and was also live streamed by the BBC



new female Members

It was such an honour to
showcase women in our
sport and it was an amazing
experience playing at such
a huge event! Showcasing
women is so important and
is something we should do
more of! Thank you for the

21


4
new Members
classifiable for
the Paralympic
discipline

new Clubs
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opportunity!”
Faye West, GB Talent athlete

Scarlets

Coventry RFC

Saracens RFC
(formerly Hatfield Comets)

H4H Endeavour

Competition

Super Series 18/19

It was another highly competitive Super Series which saw Leicester Tigers win Division 1 for the second
consecutive year, RGC win Division 2 and Stoke Mandeville Maulers Division 3
Division 1

Division 2

Division 3

RGC
Pos

Team

Points

Points

1

RGC

28

Leicester Tigers
Pos

Team

1

Leicester Tigers

30

2

West Country Hawks

24

2

Crusaders

24

3

Burn

19

3

West Coast Crash

18

4

Caledonian Crushers

14

4

Storm

15

5

Ospreys

13

5

Team Solent Sharks

12

6

DMP Bulls

8

6

Canterbury Hellfire

9

7

Ulster Barbarians

7

3

Brighton Buccaneers

23

7

Yorkshire Lions

6

8

Gloucester Titans

4

4

Woodbridge Warriors

17

Pos

1
2

Team

Pos

41

Maulers
Team Solent

39

Hammerheads

Shield

Crash

Medway Kent was the venue for the RMA Sport
National Championships 2018 with 6 teams
competing for the Cup and 4 for the Shield.
Leicester Tigers fought hard in an effort to achieve
the ‘double’ after topping Division 1 of the Super
Series, but it was West Coast Crash who narrowly
defeated them to win the Cup. Yorkshire Lions
came out on top in the Shield earning their first
silverware since joining the leagues.

Points

Stoke Mandeville

Cup

RMA Sport National
Championships 2018

Premiership

Stoke Mandeville Maulers

Yorkshire Lions

Team

1

Crash

2

Tigers

Pos

3

Storm

1

Yorkshire Lions

4

Crusaders

2

Hawks

5

Sharks

3

Burn

6

Canterbury

4

Crushers

Team

Championship

Wheelchair Rugby 5s
Summer League 2018
Ospreys
Pos

2018 saw the beginning of the
WR5s Summer League. Played

Team

1

Ospreys

2

Leicester Tigers

3

West Country Hawks

1

Northampton Saints

4

Dorset Destroyers

2

Brighton Buccaneers

5

Stoke Mandeville Maulers

3

Norfolk Knights

6

Team Solent Sharks

4

Woodbridge Warriors
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Northampton Saints
Pos

Team

over 3 weekends with the first two
played as ‘conferences’ designed to assess where
teams were in relation to one another, and enabling
Premiership and Championship tournaments to
be established which teams played in for the final
weekend. Ospreys were winners of the first ever
Premiership, with Northampton Saints winning the
Championship.

Lord’s Taverners Junior Wheelchair Rugby



I was so proud to be invited
to the Lord’s Taverners
special event in April...
meeting Zinzan Brooke and
Eddie Jones was amazing…
I went on stage and I spoke
from my heart about how
wheelchair rugby is so
important to me. It was the
most spectacular night and a
really awesome experience!”
Tilly Robinson, Exeter Hawks
Tilly Robinson who captains Exeter Hawks was a guest speaker
alongside Eddie Jones at a Lord’s Taverners dinner in April

Lord’s Taverners Junior Wheelchair Rugby
National Championship 2018

This is such an exciting programme which
is being enjoyed by young people, their
families and carers. We are engaging
with young people with various additional
needs including physical and intellectual
impairments and behavioural issues.
Over the past year, projects have been
delivered in Chester, North Yorkshire, Bury,

Libi Phillips, Ospreys, who also spoke at the tournament
about the importance of clubs haing a ‘Be Safe’

Newcastle, Coventry, Dorset, Leicester, Wirral

Ambassador who provides a link between junior players

and Wales.

and the club committee.

40 young people took part in the Lord’s
Taverners Junior Wheelchair Rugby National
Championship held in June. Ospreys won the
event.
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Pos

Team

1

Ospreys

2

Exeter Hawks

3

Bristol Cubs

4

Solent Sharks

5

Saracens

Great Britain Team
It’s been a highly successful year for the GB
team which has improved its world ranking
to 4th position after a series of strong
performances which at different times has
seen them chalk up wins against Australia,
USA, and Canada. It is still early days on the
road to Tokyo but it is clear that there is little
separating the top 4 teams in the world. GB
is well positioned as it looks forward to the
European Championships in August and the
opportunity to win a third consecutive title
and qualify for the 2020 Paralympic Games.

At the start of the year the CEO
and GB Team Manager visited
Kitakyushu, part of the Fukuoka
Prefecture on Kyushu island in
Japan to assess the potential of
establishing a GB training camp
Kenji Kitahashi, Mayor of Kitakyushu, and David Pond, Chief Executive GBWR,
sign the Memorandum of Understanding in the Mayor’s Chamber, City of Leicester

there.
The visit was highly successful
and resulted in Kenji Kitahashi,
Mayor of Kitakyushu, and the
CEO signing the Memorandum
of Understanding which provides
for a GB training camp in the city
from September 2019.
GB athletes met schoolchildren
in Chiba City during the Japan
Para Championships 2018. As
part of our partnership with
the City of Kitakyushu, GB will
support the city with a number
of civic engagements in schools
and businesses and will open
their doors for the citizens of
the city to watch GB training
sessions.
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King Power Wheelchair
Rugby Quad Nations 2019
In March, GB hosted its
second King Power Quad
Nations in Leicester with
Japan, Canada and France
all taking part. GB won
through to the final, losing
53-51 to current World
Champions Japan.

Talent Development

9 2
9 male and 2 female athletes
selected for the central Talent Squad

athletes selected
for regional training
centres based in
Sheffield and Bristol
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Peter Harrison Centre at Loughborough University providing performance related
support and research

Equality & Diversity
Promoting equality of opportunity is fundamental to the core values we as an
organisation have agreed are important. This year we have appointed Suzy Christopher
as our Board Champion to ensure we maintain a Board level focus in this area.
Suzy Christopher

Supported Stonewall Rainbow Laces Campaign



Wheelchair rugby is all about being involved

in an exciting, thrilling and supportive community in
which everyone is welcome, whether they are players,
volunteers, officials or supporters. I am proud to be an
Ally and encourage everyone to get involved and show our
support for the LGBT community within our game.”
Chris Ryan, GB athlete

Female only competition as part of the King Power Quad Nations



Playing a game at the Quad Nations, we really made

the most of the opportunity to promote women wheelchair
rugby players as athletes. It was a real privilege to be part of
something so special. We were able to show why we love the
game so much and it felt good to be able to demonstrate our
skills and competitiveness to everyone watching.”
Donna Stenner, Team Solent Hammerheads



I loved this

unique opportunity to
play on court with former
and future GB players
while being cheered on
by current ones – what
an honour!” Diana Man,
Brighton Buccaneers
Our athletes continue to inspire others and throughout the year
have been active in their communities. Here, Ayaz Bhuta is
supporting asylum seekers in Bolton.
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Workforce
We have continued to invest in up-skilling our volunteer workforce and in
developing educational and training resources to support our volunteers,
Members and Clubs.

18
20

individuals accessed the ‘Time to Listen’
safeguarding courses

individuals achieved the new
Level 1 Activators qualification

6

15

individuals qualified
as Level 2 coaches
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individuals qualified as
wheelchair rugby officials

Governance & Safeguarding

CPSU Annual Safeguarding
Review
Rating

GREEN 

Board of Trustees

Code for Sports Governance

The Board and its Governance and Finance

FULLY COMPLIANT 

Committee chaired by Trustee Simon Le Fevre
continue to prioritise good governance and
safeguarding. Both underpin our activity as a
National Governing Body.

Increased focus on supporting
Clubs to achieve Club
Affiliation

As we continue to grow and further develop our
sporting offer we will not lose sight of the need to
ensure the robustness of our financial, regulatory,
compliance and general governance controls.

SATISFACTORY

Michael Spence MBE

INDEPENDENT CHAIR

VICE CHAIR | ELECTED DIRECTOR
BOARD CHAMPION FOR
SAFEGUARDING

Margaret Moore

Suzy Christopher

INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
(LEGAL)

ELECTED DIRECTOR
BOARD CHAMPION FOR DIVERSITY

Kevin Aitchison
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Mary Daunt

Simon Le Fevre

SENIOR INDEPENDENT
DIRECTOR

INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
CHAIR GOVERNANCE & FINANCE
COMMITTEE

Andy Barrow

Jon Nutman

CO-OPTED DIRECTOR

CO-OPTED DIRECTOR

Andrew Flatt
INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
(FINANCE)

David Pond
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
EX OFFICIO DIRECTOR

Chief Executive
Looks Ahead

As I write, we are already well into the 2019/20 reporting year
and are starting to tackle the next set of challenges. Top of these
is the commitment to a ‘root and branch’ review of our domestic
competition model. The current Super Series is largely the same
model that existed ten years ago, but we now need to move this on
in a way which recognises the growth in teams and the challenges
presented by escalating costs, venue availability and the need for
more officials.
Enjoyable competitive wheelchair rugby is the bedrock of our
community so we must get this right and ensure we put something
in place that will enable individuals to continue to enjoy high quality
tournaments and the wider social benefits these opportunities present.
Another priority is to improve the way we gain insight into the views of
our Members. We want to better understand how the NGB can better

GB athletes were joined by Leicester City
footballers Shinji Okazaki and Kasper Schmeichel
to launch the King Power Quad Nations 2019

serve our community – what works well currently and what would
increase Members’ satisfaction with how the sport is delivered. Watch
out for our Membership Survey after the summer and ensure you get
your points across. A third priority is to focus on building our UK Sport
and Sport England investment proposals for the 2021-2025 funding
cycle. This is critical work as we seek to have our UK Sport funding
restored and to increase our current investment from Sport England.
Finally, a huge thank you to all of our staff, volunteers and partners
who have again worked hard to deliver this year’s plan and to all of our
sponsors and fundraisers for their magnificent and tireless efforts to
raise the funds necessary to keep our sport going and enable us to
support the growth of wheelchair rugby communities. I would like to

GBWR Ambassador Mike Brown tries wheelchair rugby

offer a special thank you to Roger & Heather Alwen and George & Kate
Digweed who have again been key to the success of our fundraising
this year. Thank you also to Andrew Tucker and Paul Roberts who have
been highly successful in supporting our target to gain more sponsors.
A special thank you to Susan Whelan CEO Leicester City Football Club
and Senior Executive Vice President King Power and to the family of
Vichai Srivaddhanaprabha who have continued to support wheelchair
rugby following the tragic death of Vichai in a helicopter accident. The
King Power Quad Nations winner’s trophy has been named in memory
of him and in grateful acknowledgement of the support he committed
to us. Thank you also to our Ambassadors, England Rugby international
Mike Brown and former Welsh Rugby international Rupert Moon. Finally
thank you to fellow Executive team members Julie Bunnage, Paul Arnold

Rupert Moon announced as GBWR Ambassador at
the Lord’s Taverners Junior Welsh Festival 2018
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and Daniel Hook and to my fellow Board of Trustee colleagues whose
advice, encouragement and challenge I greatly appreciate.

Volunteers
Volunteers continue to be the life blood of our sport and we can never really thank
them enough for all they do to support our Clubs and competitions.

Stoke Mandeville Maulers – Kiera O’Shea
She is at virtually every one of our training sessions &
matches - both 5s & quad games. She get chairs in & out of
cars and our storage hut. She works our score clock, times
training drills, basically anything that is required get done. Yes
she has an invested interest in the club and sport being the
legend Bob’s daughter but at nearly 16 she is a huge asset to
our club. I think she went to her first league game at around
a week old! so wheelchair rugby is a constant feature in her
life. Basically between her & Bob they cover both youngest &
eldest in our club and possibly the sport in the country.

DMP Bulls – Jamie Wood
Team Support/Mechanic/Reliable Taxi
Jamie came into the sport in 2014 as a quiet and shy
Personal Assistant, he had never seen Wheelchair
Rugby before and knew nothing about the Voluntary
opportunities at the club. Jamie watched the other
volunteers at the club and slowly learnt the skills
and duties required to help the club run. It wasn’t
long before Jamie was an integral part of the teams
League Weekend set-up. Jamie’s highlight so far has
been attending the Amsterdam Tournament with the
Bulls WRC in 2015 where he was the teams Mechanic
and general assistant. Jamie is now utilising his
knowledge and experience as part of the GB Talent
Team set-up and hopes to progress further in the
future.

West Coast Crash & Burn – Andy Claxton
Support/Mechanic/Man of many talents
Andy first got involved when his son George first started playing
wheelchair rugby approx 6 years ago! George came along not
long after he sustained a SCI whilst playing rugby and Andy was
a huge support for him. As months went on George got more
independent and Andy got more involved in the club. First to offer
a hand, adaptable to all the teams random requests and a true
gent with a big smile - plus enjoys a post-match pint!

Northampton Saints – Gary Spratt
Role: Club Welfare Officer and Youth/
Senior Coach
Been in role: 2.5 years
Leicester Tigers – Jonathan Roach
Role: Team Mechanic
Been in role: 4 years
Berkshire Banshees – David Howells
Role: Team Mechanic
Been in role: 1 year
Norfolk Knights – Darren Wiles
Role: Chairman
Been in role: 3 years
Woodbridge Wheeled Warriors – Craig
Rowland
Role: Secretary and Coach
Been in role: 7 years
Hatfield Comets – Tom Horey
Role: Chairman
Been in role: 1 year
London WRC – Ann Burns
Role: Treasurer
Been in role: 15 years
Brighton Buccaneers – Diana Man
Role: Treasurer and Coach
Been in role: 4 years

Officials
Here we spotlight some of our longest

West Coast Crash & Burn
Joanne Fraser
Support staff
Another volunteer who initially got involved through
supporting her son to attend, Mikey. 5 years later she is now
part of the club support team as well as still Mikey’s personal
chauffeur. Jo looks after all the team and is well known for her
caring and friendly ways. Naturally gifted with pigeons!
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serving officials
Jerry Lathbury -19 years (started 2000)
Nigel Goddard - 14 years (started 2005)
Dave Woods -12 years (started 2007)
Simon Starr, Sue Aldridge & Heather
Williams - all 10 years (started 2009)

Supporters
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If you are interested in sponsoring,
partnering with, or fundraising for GB
Wheelchair Rugby, please contact
David Pond
david.pond@gbwr.org.uk
07971 495 990
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